
Product Overview



Paola Collection
The Paola Collection features a welded tubular steel frame in a satin black 
or wheel silver powdercoat finish. Choose from standard and bariatric 
seating, high and low back chairs, free standing tables and benches. Pieces 
may be freestanding or combined to create nearly limitless configurations.



Catesby Collection
The Catesby Collection features an elegant wall saving design. A 
variety of replaceable “boots” are available providing a designer 
aesthetic with outstanding durability. Availability in a variety of 
stand alone or ganged seating, finishes and a multitude of options 
provide a nearly limitless number of possible configurations.



Kangaroo Chair series
The Kangaroo chair is designed to support Kangaroo care. It’s soft quilted 
contoured back embraces mother and baby in the prolonged skin to skin 
touch that is beneficial in the precious first days after birth. The Kangaroo 
chair is central to the first tender moments for the whole family: rocking 
the baby to sleep, the first touch by the little sister, the first cuddles with 
dad. It is also a comfortable sleeper for dad or other family members.



Suspend series
Because no two facilities or departments needs are the same we o�er a 
selection of functionality for our Suspend Series. Choose from two styles of 
backs flared (left) or straight (right). Choose from a multitude of functions 
such as three position, locking back, and motorized. This allows for versatility 
while selecting the best function for each department.



Available as a motorized 615-51m-swb 
or manual 615-51-swb recliner.

Helios Treatment Chair
The Helios Treatment Chair is the result of a collaboration between IoA, 
ZGF and Memorial Sloan Kettering, leading to a new standard design for 
MSK Oncology clinics . The Helios chair features motorized or manual 
movements on a swivel chair fixed to the floor.  An interactive TV screen 
brings nurses call, programming, internet and telecommunication right 
to the patient with a triple articulating arm. All data and power cables 
are neatly channeled to the floor through its base.

270° rotation



Connect Recliners
CONNECT I (below)
Fully motorized, the Connect provides  ease of use for both the 
patient and caregiver. At the touch of a button, the patient may 
recline to a comfortable position or the caregiver may elevate 
the patient to examination height. 

CONNECT II (left)
By operating a hydraulic foot pedal, patients can be raised to a height 
of 31” facilitating exams and bed transfers. With a 500 lb weight 
capacity, the CONNECT II recliner can also be reclined to any position 
including flat. 



Breeze Collection
The Breeze chair combines the properties of a knit elastomeric material 
with a design that engulfs you in comfort and evenly distributes upper 
body weight. The translucent quality of the knit material and the soft 
curves of the chair give it a very light and airy appearance in contrast 
to the bulkiness of conventional patient room seating.



Annina Glider
The Annina Glider features an extremely smooth and soothing 
gliding motion combined with graceful lines and superb 
comfort. Also available with a footrest providing maximum 
comfort with a gentle glide in a small scale. 



88 Series Sleeper
The 88 Sleeper Series features a very simple, safe and intuitive “one 
step conversion” for ease of use. A highly durable sleeper,  the 88 series 
is available in a variety of styles including a sleeper chair, loveseat or 
in custom widths. All 88 Series sleepers are also available in standard 
(500 lbs) and bariatric (750 lbs) versions.



Full House Sleeper
Improving the hospital experience for the patient and the family, 
the larger of the Full House Sofa Sleepers (item #97) opens to a 51” 
wide sleep surface, wide enough for two overnight guests. The Full 
House is available with several arm designs, or armless, in standard 
and custom widths. Drawers and casters are optional features.



Annina Failsafe Recliner
The Annina o�ers a more dynamic  approach to furnishing a hospital 
space and introduces a new level of versatility and durability, all in a 
small footprint. The patented rolling footrest will safely support 350 lbs.



Ivy Double Lounger
The Ivy lounger provides a sense of personal space with its intergrated 
wings. Both sides extend to an extremely comfortably lounging 
position making long stays easier. The integrated table provides an 
ample surface for various things and promotes interaction between 
family and friends. Optional power and USB outlets.



Eva Lounger



Oliver Tandem
Direct and versatile, the Oliver Collection delivers a modern 
classic, universal appeal. Its optional stitching embellishments 
add distinct gestures, while its added performance make it 
the industry’s top option for intensive use occasional seating.

A Choose from a variety of armcaps including solid surface
B Available with open or closed arms
C Optional intergrated tables or ottomans
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Cantilever Tables



Portico Collection
The collection developed in response to this research along with a 
desire to be beautiful, comfortable, and versatile for use in a variety 
of settings:  hospitality, corporate or healthcare environments.



Cama Collection
The Cama Collection harnesses the healing power of touch promoting 
physical contact between patients, loved ones, and caregivers. The 
Family-Bed Chair is a height adjustable, three-position recliner to 
support more intimate interactions at the bedside. While the Sofa 
promotes interaction between family and provides extra room with 
comfort. Two people can easily use this as a Chaise or sleeper. 



Viggo Collection



FunForms Collection
FunForms come in a standard selection of shapes or with a very 
simple process, you can design your own piece. Simply provide us 
with a drawing of your shape, some basic dimensions, and we will 
reply with a 3D rendering, specifications and a price. Our CNC driven 
manufacturing is then ready to turn your design into a finished product. 



IOA Healthcare Furniture
829 Blair Street
Thomasville, NC 27360

phone:         336-475-7106 
web:      www.ioa-hcf.com




